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State Senate Considers
Holding Tuition Levels
For Resident Students
Manuel Franco

The New Mexico Senate is
expected to consider an amended
version
of
the
General
Appropriations Act today that
includes no college tuition increase
for New Mexico residents.
The Senate Finance Committee
adopted 61 amendments to the Act
Saturday, raising the general fund
appropriation for the Act to $1.3
billion from the $1.28 billion bill
approved by the House of
Representatives Wednesday.
One of the amendments adopted
added about $1.4 million to
Bill Wechter
general fund appropriations for six
Saturday's wind makes for good kite flying at Johnson Field. Greg White, owner of the kite said, ''The
universities. This would keep
wind was so good, I could let it ff.yltself. "
resident tuition at its present level
at those institutions while raising
non-resident tuition 10 percent.
Full-time non-resident tuition at
UNM would rise to about $1220
from the present $1116 while fullLynch said the branches share of the whole," Lynch said.
time resident. tuition would remain
Laura Tolley
common goals, but also have their
Lynch added that formal at $360.
procedures have been instituted
The House version of the Act
Improving communication and own characteristics and problems.
"The
analogy
has
been
made
this
month
for
securing
departcalled
for an across-the-board 10
providing information between the
University of New Mexico and its that the branches are unruly mental approval of branch courses percent tuition increase at UNM,
branch colleges was the purpose of stepchildren. We suggest that they and instructors on an annual basis. New Mexico State University and
Such a proce~ure will ensure New Mexico lnstitu!e ~f Min!ng
a workshop hosted Friday by the prefer to be seen as sister institutions that not only work that courses and !nstruct?rs at t.he an.d. Technology w~tle m~reasmg
associate provost's office.
within
the branche~ are eqmv.alent .m quabty 1 tut~ton 31t New MeXIco H1ghla~ds
Associate Provost for Com- cooperatively
munity Education, Dr.Alex University, but also complement and cahber to thetr mam-campus Un~vers!ty, Western New Me:!Ctco ·
continued on page 5 Umvemty and Eastern New
Sanchez said the workshop in- the institution as an integral part
cluded the main campus and its
Gallup, Los Alamos and Valencia
branches.
Representatives from each
branch gave presentations to UNM
administrators and faculty on their
current status and future
developments.
Herb Lyon, director of the Los Valerie Gerard
general manager applications.
the end of September 1980.
Alamos branch, said it was irfl·
said no final decisions have
Cooper
Bond said KUNM's programBarton Bond, acting general
portant to communicate not only
been
made.
factual information but also "the manager for KUNM-FM, said he ming has remained basically the
Bond said he was among the
... pirit and vitality of the programs will resign his position to accept a same since he became acting
applicants
for the position but
general
manager
but
he
says
"It
and people that are associated with job as program director for a
views
his
resignation
as a "career
was
my
understanding
when
l
public television station in Fresno,
UNM's branches.''
"We are very proud to be a part Calif. He will remain at KUNM came into this job it was not part decision."
of my purview, just mostly lo
Bond, a native New Mexican,
of the University of New Mexico. until the end of February.
maintain
status quo."
has been living in Albuquerque for
Bond, a former KNME · .emWe feel that our mission and your
A screening committee and the the past seven years. He earned his
mission, while not identical, arc ployee, was appointed as interim
certainly complementary," Lyon general manager• following the director of broadcasting, Jon bachelor's degree in journalism
resignation of Paul Mansfield at Cooper, have been reviewing from New Mexico State University.
c;aid.

Branch Colleges Workshop Topic

Acting KUNM General Manager
Resigns for Progra01nting Position

Violent Games Discouraged by Students' Dean
Craig Chrissinger
An occurence at California State
University at Lon~ Beach has
prompted University of New
Mexico's dean of students to issue
a memo requesting students not to
play ·any "games of simulated
violence.''
Dean Karen Glaser defined a
simulated-violence game as "where
you must get a person by themselves and say 1 'Bang, you're
dead.' l understand a person wins
when he assassinates all others.
"'fhe whole thing l consider
dangerous about Assassin and such
gatnes is getting a person by
themselves and the possible
psychological results to the
gtoup, 11 she said. "It's bad
because . it pits person against
person. I. don't sec what they gel
out or it."
Glaser said, "We've talked
about them bet'ote and decided to

discourage student groups from
playing them. My staff knows
more about them than me. l read
about the incident in National OnCampus Report and the same thing
in the Chronicle of Higher
Education. 'These prompted me to
send out the memo."
Glaser was referring to an in·
ddent reported by the National
On-Campus Report, which said
that Sgt. Steven King, an 11-year
Long Beach campus policeman,
was patrolling on foot one night
when he saw people carrying what
appeared to be shotguns and
automatic weapons near an
unoccupied catnpus building. He
tracked the suspects until he
thought he heard the rattling of a
doorknob. He then stepped into
sight, saying, "Police . . . . . freeze!"
King says Me of the suspects
tumcd O.tid kneeled or squatted,
putting n weapoti into a
threatcni11g positio11. l<ing then

fired his own weapon three times.
'fwo of the bullets struck Mike
Reagan, a student, in the leg and
upper chest. He was taken to a
hospital in stable condition.
Reagan and his female companion denied they were playing an
Assassin game, but were carrying
large, black, plastic 1 robber-band
guns that ••took like a shotgun
with a scope," said Robert
Breunig, director of public affairs
at Long Beach.
Glaser said there had been
reports or one of UNM's student
groups talking about organizing an
assassin·type game, and she had
tnade no statement, "but we got
the idea across that we did not
think much of it."
After reading that the vice
president of Mudent affairs at
Long Beach had issued two
statements since the shooting
asking students not to play such
gotllcs, Cllaset, "with the con-

currence of the staff," issued the
memo, which makes a request and
not a demand, she said.
Glaser said she had not thought
about .. Dungeons and Dragons"
and other boardgames that include
simulated violence, although "I
suppose they could be inCluded,
but l was thinking mote of a
person pulling out a toy gun."
Also not affected by the memo
are the staged gUnfights on campus
and UNM's branch of the Society
for Creative Anachronism, a
medieval group that holds mock
swotd fights. She said the gun~
fights were like "a part from a
play" and the Society "is dif·
fcrcnt. They arc not stalking a
Jicrsoil. I'
Glaser said she probably should
have bccti more specific and said
a~'la!'t~in gan1es in the memo, but
used the exact words from the esu
slmy.
continued on page 8

Mexico University by the same
dollar amount.
Only Sens. W.S. Eoff, RMcKinley, and Billy J. McKibben,
R-Lea, voted against adopting all
61 amendments that received
favorable recommendations from a
subcommittee set up to review the
almost '100 amendments presented
to it.
Today the committee will
consider 12 proposed amendments
presented by the subcommittee
with no recommendation, after
which the full Senate is expected to
tonsider the whole Act.
Most, if not all, of the amendments adopted so far are expected
to pass the full Senate. This would
send the Act to a House-Senate
conference committee to work out
differences between the two
chambers.
While it is considering the
General Appropriations Act, the
Finance Committee is tabling all
other bills it has yet to consider.
These include four bills that
concern UNM:
Senate Bill 3 _ which would
allow the sale of $5 million in
severance tax bonds to purchase
scientific
and
engineering
equipment for various universities.
UNM would get $2 million of this
total.
Senate Bill 4 _ which would
allow the sale of $19.87 million in
severance tax bonds to fund
various capital outla'y projects,
including $6.4 million for UNM's
proposed
Student Services
Building.
Senate Bill 33 - which would
appropriate $5 miltion from the
general fund for a work-study
program.
Senate Bill 82 - which would
allow local school boards to sell
bonds to fund off-campus in·
struction covering the first two
years of college education or in
vocatio_nal and technical training.
House Bill 93, which would
appropriate $6.4 million from the
general fund for the Student
Services Building, has been tabled
by the House Appropriations and
Finance Committee for consideration another time.

Joe Cavaretla

As ol Friday sfternoon, this box
shows the last of the ntJtotious
'Fiji' grsffiti to be found east of
the Zimmetmsn Librsty.
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Cutting Military Budget Request Would Be 'Tragic Mistake'
the press conference to discuss the
military budget proposal, would
not comment on his talks with
s,ludi officials.
Acknowlcclging that a ''tough
fight" loomed in Congress to get
approval for his budget, Weinberger argued there must be steady
increases in ctefensc spending to
avoid the kind of "lurching approach" 'that makes weapons
purchases more expensive,

RIYADH. Saudi Arabia Defense
Secretary
Caspar
Weinberger predicted Sunday a
proposed $258 billion military
budget would not easily pass
Congress but said it would be a
"tragic mistal<c" to make cuts in
the record request.

"1 assure you that we have not
asked for anything more than we
can justify," Weinberger s(lid at a
press conference after a day of
meetings with Saudi offici<~ls on
SCCUI ity Jll1J(tCJ'S in the oil-rich Gulf

"The problem is really conveying to the American people the
difficult, hard truth - but it is a
truth - that we can't get it (a
defense buildup) by starting and
stopping and going up one year
and down the 11ext," he said. "We
hav~ to take a steady, difficult,

r~gion.

"There arc some people who arc
saying they don't want to spend
this much for defense," he said.
"All I'm saying is that 1 think that
would be a tragic mistake because
that would delay and defer

resolute

things."

defense

There was no immediate word
on the substance of the talks but a
U.S. official who attended lowerlevel discussions described the
atmosphere between the Americans
and Saudis as "quite productive.
The spirit is g,ood."
Weinberger told reporters on his
arrival that he would discuss "a
variety of issues" with his Saudi

hosts, inducting the "very real co-produce U.S. ammunition.
Weinberger did not elaborate on
possibility" of permitting Aro.b
states to co-produce U.S. weapons the weapons production proposaf;
but his remarks reflected an apsystems.
parent desire to draw the United
Su~h co-production rights exStates
and Saudi Arabia closer
tended to the Arab states in the
region, particularly to Jordan, . together to ensure an adequate
defense of the Persian Gulf, the
would be certain to anger Israel.
West's main oil source.
A U.S. official said Jordan,
Weinberger later met with the
which along with Oman is on
Weinberger's itinerary later in the day-to-day ruler of Saudi Arabia,
week, would be given the right to Prince Fahd, at the royal court.

Pentagon Says U.S. Has Developed
New Anti-Terrorist Military Force

cours~."

Earlier, Weinberger conferred
for four hours with his Saudi
counterpart Prince Sultan on a
variety of 'ecurity Issues including
the possibility of Arab nations coproducing U.S. weapons.
Weinberger, who arrived in
Saudi Arabia Saturday for a threeday visit, met through the morning
and beyond the l<~o1ch hour with
Sultan at an oi'fice building

Weinberger has proposed a $258
billion military budget for 1983, a
jump of $43.7 billion over the 1982
budget. or that sum, $215.9 billion
would be spent during tlw year and
the remaining $42 billion would be
u~cd for the purchase of major
weapon~ systems over the next
several year~.
Weinberger, who said he called

temporarily in use as
ministry headquarters.

WASHINGTON- The United
States has formed, trained and
equipped a new fast-reaction antiterrorist military force, a Pentagon
spokesman said Sunday. ·
The spokesman declined to
confirm published reports that
members of the elite secret task
force were sent to Italy to be in
position to assist Italian police in

the rescue of Brig, Gen. James L.
Dozier.
The group, which numbered less
than 20 men, now has returned to
its base in a remote section of Fort
Bragg, N.C., the Washington Post
reported in its Sunday edition.
The spokesman said the new
force uhas been exercised," but
declined to say' more about its
activities.
The force, a multi-services
group, is under the direct control
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the
spokesman sai(l.
The group carries the initials
CTJTF for counter-terrorist joint
task force.
The task force was established
after the failed effort to rescue the
American hostages in Iran in April
1980, when eight American servicemen were killed.

A commtsston led by Adm.
James L. Holloway, that investigated the failed rescue attempt, was cre(lited with the idea
to form the new task force.
The Iran rescue mission was
carried out by the Army's Blue
Light team, a fast reaction group.
The Post said the new multiscrvicee force has taken over the
duties of the Blue Light team.
The Dozier operation was the
first major deployment of a unit of
the new group, "which was created
to help deal with terrorism against
American . citizens, interests and
property around the world," the
Post said, quoting unidentified
sources.
The task force is so secret, the
Post reported, the identities of its
commanding officer and members
of the group arc classified.
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fhe alternative way to eat with good selection
and good prices.
Let our chef design your menu when you have a late
class. We'll even clean up for you!
This is just one more step toward filling
the needs of UNM students

Buy a $25.00 book for just
$21.25
Books c:an be purchased in the Mercado in
the Nelli Mexico Union.
No other discount applies
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-People Helpmg People Through PlasmapheresiS-

Me

For every Donation at Yale Blood Plasma,
youwillreceiveaCouponfora.FreelargeOrder
n,~~ of French Fries, compliments of McDonald's.

.

Reoornableonlyat2200CentraiSElocation.
Offer expires t=cb. 26, 1982.
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New donors bring
coupon
student
mllltaf\IID
- -this
-- - -and
- valid
--- - -or- - - - - - - -..1
I - - - - - - - - -on-First
Donation Only for a $5.00 Bonus.
1
I
Not good With other coupons. LlmH one pel donor.
1
I
. Expires 2·12·82.
1
I
YALE BLOOD PIJ\SMA,lNC.
.
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·Coupon No.4
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Ravioli
Dinner

Sub Combo
Special

SE

next to
McDonalds
M·F 8am·9om
Sat.·Sun. 11 am-8pm

Includes
salad & garlic bread

Large Sub, Fries,
16 Oz Drink
a 3.95value

2.95

2.50

wllh coupon thru 2· 14·82

I

.~I

I

any $4.99 LP or Tope

· 2222 Central SE 255-2225

$1.00off

(across from UNM)

i.

2906 Eubank NE

(

•!

293-8882

(Eubank &Candelaria)
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Asylum in U.S. Refused
To Citizens of El Salvador

Food Service Trade book

2206
Central

you pay only $3.99

We've got your song!

DALLAS - The U.S. govcr- international
treaties
officials
mnent, apparently violating two signed and an act approved by
international treaties and an act of . Congress," the newspaper said.
Congress, refuses to grant asylum
Holguin noted the United
to citizens of El Salvador trying to
escape violent civil war, a Nations Convention and Protocol
Relating to the Status of Refugees,
newspaper reported Sunday.
In a copyright story, the Dallas signed and ratified by the U.S.
Tirnes Herald said, "When asked Senate in 1951 and 1969. In it, the
States reaffirmed its
for explanations of the policy, United
spokesmen for both the State commitment to accepting refugees
Department and the Immigration from nations where there is a
and Naturalization Service pointed lil<elihood they would suffer loss of
to the other department as the one life or freedom because of race,
religion, nationality or political
responsible."
opinion.
The United Scates, supporting
The Refugee Act of 1980, apthe junta in El Salvador, last year
proved by Congress, states: "The
granted asylum to only two of 5570
attorney general shall not deport or
Salvadorans who applied, even
return any alien •.. to a country
though thousands of civilians were
if the attorney general determines
killed in the mounting violence, the
that such alien's life or freedom
newspaper reported.
would be threatened in such
"We are not complying with
country on account of race,
international law," said Los
religion, nationality, membership
Angeles attorney Carlos Holguin
in a panicular social group or
of the National Center for
political opinion.
Immigrant's Rights.
Holguin said, ''The U.N. High
Several refugee organizations Commission for Refugees says
have filed lawsuits, or are Salvadoran refugees should be
preparing legal actions, stating that prcstirned to be political refugees.
the U.S. government's support of The United States has a policy that
the Salvadoran junta is both illegal says political refugees will not be
and a denial of the traditional returned."
American welcome to people
Yet more than 400 Salvadoratts a
n~cng political persecution.
week who enter the United States
"The government's position illegally are being returned to their
appears to run contrary to two .homeland.

$1.49

With This Coupon
expires 2-14-82

HOT DOG • FRIES • COORS BEER

Harry~!EP.H'9SH!OGS

I:

(may substitute soft drink if under 21)

all for only $1.50 with coupon.
-one FREE video game!

(next to the lobo Com pus Pharmacy)

All NEW Video Game Room!

r

$2.55 value)

)

coupon good
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101 Cornell SE
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FREE!

(across from UNM)
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"Top Qualify Fashion
at Enjoyable Prices"

·I

!
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ONE PAIR OF MISSES KNEE HIGHS
with any purchase!

I

Zappers
Monthly contest on

Hours: 9:30am·10:30pm

r?a4~~

SMTWTh
9:30am-12:00 midnight
Fri. & Sat.

Defendet
Stotgote.

good for

•

M

High,est score wins

Game Coupon
$1.25 in Free Games!

•• • •
T

W

Th

(no obligation)

•
F

(1 ua~!lll game everyday for 5 days!)

Steteo Headphones

uar:9!lll

expires Feb 14

$1.50value

266·0211

OPEN Mon-Fri 1 0·6 Sat 9-5
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I
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Editorial

State House Should Rectify
Erroneous Tuition Increase
Tomorrow, the New Mexico Senate will consider
the general appropriations bill. The most important
part of tlwt bill for students concerns tuition increases,
The House, when considering their version of the
general appropriations bill, recommended a 10
percent ltlition increase. Ten percent is the lowest
tuition increase recommendation in many years but it
is not low enough - not when all factors affecting
students are weighed.
Studies have shown that UNM students depend
more heavily on federal aid for their education and
are less dependent on parental support than the
national average. For many, federal aid makes the
difference between attending classes and frying
hamburgers at a greasy spoon.
Cutbacks in federal aid to college students hurt
every student, but UNM students, without their
parents to fall back on, will be hit harder than most.
More dramatically put, Reaganomics is not only
hitting UNM students, it's aiming below the belt.
The goal behind President Reagan's "New
Federalism," the new title to his old plans, is to place
the burden of many federal programs on the
shoulders of the states. States with representatives
who feel responsible to their constituents will take up
the slack as best they can.

said: "Robert, where is your
head?" And lo and behold, Robert
pointed to his head. I was thrilled. I
was all set to notify Harvard Law
School to save a spot for Robert in
the class of 2005. Then my wife
said: "Robert, where is your foot?"
Robert gave her a really perceptive
look, pointed to his head, and said

My 14-month-old son is finally
learning haw to talk, which means
that after months of wondering,
my wife and I are finally finding out
what is on his mind. Not much, as
it turns out. To judge from his
conversation, all he ever thinks

about ;s ''dog" and "hot/' As a
result, our conversations are fairly
limited:
Me: Robert, can you see the
birds?
Robert: Dog dog dog dog dog
dog.
Me; No, Robert, those are birds.
See the birds?
Robert: Dog dog dog dog dog
dog dog dog dog pog dog.
Me: Listen to me, Robert.
Those are birds. Can you say
"birds''?
Robert: Dog dog dog dog dog
dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog
dog.
Me: Fine. Those are dogs.
Robert Hot.
Sometimes, we think Robert is
picking up a few more concepts.
Once my wife called me into the
living room, very excitedly, to
witness a major breakthrough. She

~~dog.~'

by Garry Trudeau
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Ruzina Busch works on a sculpture she calls Japanese Lotus Friday at the Ceramics Lab at the Art
Building.

Only Seven Request Sch-olarships
Michaellc Myers

by Dave Barry

Maybe the reason Robert uses
so few words is that he doesn't
feel he needs any more words. He
could be right. If you listen
carefully to adults speak, you start
to realize that we use an awful lot
of words without saying much.
Take a typical conversation between two adults who meet on the
street.
First Adult: Boy, this is some
weather we're having, isn't it? It
must be 85 degrees.
Second Adult: More like 90
degrees. And it's humid, I read
where it's going to keep up like
this for a couple of days.
First Adult: No kidding? Well, I wet/ as I am able, /'II decorate his
sure hope we get a break soon, Thanksgiving table. "
Look, I have to run. Take care of
Now this Is lunacy. For one
yourself.
thing, if animals could speak, they

wouldn't all speak the same
language ....1 don't speak Turkey,
you idiot," the chicken would say.
''lfm a chicken.~~
For another thing, if the animals
were smart enough to speak,
they'd know that Farmer Brown
takes care of them mainly so he
can eat them. So the turkey
wouldn't be figuring out how to
decorate Farmer Brown's table he'd be figuring out how to get
hold of Farmer Brown's shotgun.
(George Orwell wrote a fairly
realistic story about this once, but
nobody ever reads it to children.)

that the kind of thing to tell a
child? Do we want our children to
go through life afraid that huge,
vicious insects are going to sit on
their tuffets? And what about
disadvantaged inner-city children,
whose parents can't even afford
tuffets?

Fortunately, none of this seems
to penetrate Robert's brain. He jusi
looks at the pictures and says
either "dog" or "hat," depending
on his mood. Maybe it's a defense
mechanism. Maybe babies take so
long to learn words because they
know most of the things we read
to them are insane. I bet if we gave
Nursery rhymes are even more babies something realistic to read,
bizarre than storybooks. Robert such as the repair manual for a
has this nursery-rhyme record an 1974 Buick Skylark, they'd be able
which this woman sings, in a really to read and write in a matter of
cheerful voice, things like days.
"Humpty Dumpty fell down and
I realize this would destroy the
his body was smashed into a
million pieces" and "Jack and Jill talking-animal-book and nurseryWere both hurt badly ana ate rhyme ihdustries, but that would
be a small price to pay if Robert
probably disabled for life."
would stop referring to birds as
In another one, an enormous "dogs." On the other han:!, he
spider comes along and sits down might start referring to them as
on Little Miss Muffet's tuffet. Is ''pistons.-·

I
r
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I
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A professor of economics at the
National Autonomous University
of Mexico will be at the University
of New Mexico today and Tuesday
to talk about her work, the
Mexican economy and related
topics.
Rosa Elena Montes de Oca is the

-Branch
'i

1
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Th~ New Mulco IJally Lobtt is pub1i~hed Monday·
i\1roug11 Frlt.!ay ~v~ry regular week elf the UniversitY year~ ·

\4reekly duting c:1U$Ci.l umJ fin<! I~ weeks-and Weekly during the.
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"At a time when money is so
tight you would think the students
would be clamoring to apply for
the scholarships," they are not,
said Dr. John Rinaldi, assistant
dean of student affairs at the
college of education.

Carlos M. Morales

!

New Mexico Daily Lobo .

Despite the recent cuts in grant
programs and the growing scarcity
of student loans, the University of
New Mexico College of Education
had only seven applicants to its
~cholarship program.

Rinaldi's office handed out aver
applications
for
the
scholarships but received only
seven of those back.

I 00

"The applications for our
scholarships are a lot easier than
the federal grant applications, but
yet we have sa few applicants",
Rinaldi said.
The scholarship farms require a
brief autobiography, a copy of upto-date transcripts, and three
recommendations. A mrmmum
Grade Point Average of 2.0 is also
required.

Rinaldi said "While we do look
at academic achievement and
financial need, they arc not our

sole criteria."
Three of the six scholarships
offered by the education college
arc restricted to students studying
certain areas of education while the
other three are open to students in
all areas. All of the scholarships
allow a student enough to pay instate tuition.
Applications are pres~ntly being
accepted for the fall semester of

1982.

Economist To Lecture on Mexico

i

:111400

Miehaelle Myers

1

\

Second Adult: You too. Nice
to see you.
This is an enormous waste of
words, Two babies would have
handled it much more efficiently:
First Baby: Hot.
Second Baby.: Hot.
First Baby: Bye·bye.
Second Baby: Bye-bye.
In an effort to get Robert to
learn more words, we have littered
our home with storybooks. I don't
want to be too harsh on the people
who write these books, but
whoever they are, they need
psychiatric help. They are all
obsessed with the deranged notion
that animals know how to talk. For
example, in one of Robert's books,
called The Jolly Barnyard, the
animals stand around the barnyard
and discuss, in perfect English,
how nice Farmer Brown is to
them, and how they'd like to do
something in return on his birthday. Here is a direct quote:
"Gobbfe," said the Turkey, "As

College of Education Dean
Praises Local School System

1

SIR., If /J/e [;(}(( llON7 WORR.Y,

The unfortunate fact is that federal cutbacks have
already been made. New Mexico representatives, if
they are to serve the students of this state and the
state itself in the long run, must not avoid their duty
to compensate for the loss in federal funds. Making
tuition as low as possible, and that means zero tuition
increase, is one way to help.
Our legislators must realize that they are not only
helping students when they ease access to education
but helping the entire state, New Mexico has one of
the lowest per capita incomes, A better educated
citizenry will help raise New Mexico's ranking. Aiding
education is investing in the future of the state.
The House made a mistake b•Jt the Senate can
help rectify the error by voting against a tuition increase. If the Senate were to defeat any increase in
tuition, as was recommended by the Senate Finance
Committee, it would force a compromise between
the House and Senate which would bring the tuition
increase down to its minimum - at least for this
legislative session.
A Gallup poll conducted in mid·January showed
the majority of those polled favored increased aid to
education, especially aid to college students. Th<>
public recognizes the need for education and the
necessity for aid to students. It's time our
representatives exhibited the same awareness.

Life and Related Subjects

'Vd.B6
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"If the AI buquerque public
school system is better than some
others in the country it is because
1
of the overall ambiance of
Albuquerq)le," Dr. David Darling,
·dean of the College of Education
at the University of New Mexico,
said,
Darling, who will be leaving his
position as dean in June to resume
teaching elementary education,
said that Albuquerque may have a
better public school system because
the city has not had to face the
problems that many other cities
have,
"Albuquerque schools are not as
isolated ethnically as schools are in
other cities. Albuquerque has not
been faced with urban blight of
larger cities, and there is a large
professional population providing
visible role models for the
children," he said.
Darling also added that the
overall employment picture in
Albuquerque isn't bad compared
wilh other cities and that unemployment frustrations of parents
can filter into the classroom
making learning and teaching
harder ..
A member of the UNM faculty
for 15 years, Darling feels that the
public school system has taken on
bad connotati9ns that can be
traced to recent media coverage of
the negative aspects within the
system.
"While it is true there are
problems, media coverage of just
the bad things has been unfair and
tiJis will have very serious long
term effects on the country. We
shoul!l take a look at what ha~
been accomplished in schools over
the last 30 years," he said.
In addition to media negativism

I

toward the school system, Darling
also spoke of the public's perception of teaching as a low
crcclibility profession, "I UT.Iderstand its historical origins,
Becoming
a
teacher
was
traditionally seen as an upward
mobility move for those of lower
socio-economic groups.''
Darling also spoke of a time in
previous years when certilic&tion
to teach could be obtained by
completing a curriculum separate
from a university. ''Now that a
university education is required for
certification, I don't think there is
much validity left to the credibility
argument," he said.
·
When asked about reports that
claim illiteracy among many of the
nation's high school graduates
Darling said, "percentages have
jumped over the last 40 years from
65 percent literacy among !he
population at the time of World
War II to the present 90 percent."
Dean of education for nine
'years, Darling cites other factors
·which effect a child's performance
·in the classroom and on standardized tests.
"Television, despite its potential
as an information transmitting
device, does not exercise the
1 imagination, The picture is right
· there in front of you and does not
require symbol manipulation and
symbol transformation. Symbol
transformation is basically what
reading is," he said.
Darling
mentioned
that
problems within the home may
effect school performance. "There
has been a break down of the
family in the last 20 years, and this
has an impact on performance in
school. Now that docs not take
schools off the hook, but a better
understanding of all the factors
involved must be achieved,"

National Director of Programs for Mexico's government to improve
the Sistema Alimentaria Mexicana living conditions for its rural
and is visiting UNM on invitation people, with special attention to
from the Latin American Institute, the production and marketing of
food items.
"Montes de Oca is one of the
Montes de Oca will speak
leadong Mexican economists
dealing with the rural sector and Monday at 7:30 in the reading
the female rural labor force. Her room of Ortega Hall on "The
talks promise to be very in- Rural Sector and the Crisis in the
formative for anyone wanting to Mexican Economy." Tuesday at
know more about the Mexican noon she will speak informatly
economic
system,"
Thea during a brown bag lunch on
Crevenna, associate director of the "Mexican Rural Policy and the
Sistema Alimentario Mexicano" in
Latin American Institute, said.
the Latin American Institute's
SAM is a major effort by conference room.

continued from page 1 counterparts, Lynch sa1d.
Lynch also asked for the
. workshop m.embers' "patience and
cooperation as we all work to
strengthen the ties of .the UNM
parent campus with its branches."
Dr. Susan Lynch, branch •
director of the associate provost's
The National Association of of anthropology, history, art,
office, said, "The office of the Chicana Studies (NACS) will hold literature, sociology, psychology
associate provosl has a lirm its tenth annual conference March and public health.
commitment to improved com- 25 to 21 at Arizona State
munications and better un- University.
Anyone interested in attending is
derstanding of the role that the
Scholars and students· from asked to contact the Chicano
branches can and do play· in the across the nation will discuss the Studies Program at the University
University system .....
position of Chicanos in the fields of New Mexico at 277-3967.

Chicano Scholars, Students
To Hold Arizona Conference
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Career Services Employs I~direct Approach in Job Search
Ramonu Nye

There arc ba,ically two methods
involved in the search for a job.
lhcd most frequently is direct
contact with the potential employer
by walking in and filling out an
application. The second m~thod
involves indirect contact With a
company or employer through· a
middleman.
UNM Career Services, locat~d in
the south wing of Mesa Vista Hall,
uses an indirect approach to help
students find employment.
The career office dwrges no fee
and helps students identify what
they want to do, find sources of
!.!mploymcnl, narrmv down sollrccs
to a poticntial employer and tailor
one's entire approach to the
employer.
The office helps a student

choose a career through coun- . George Sandoval, associl!te ·
director of the office, says ''Career
seling.
counseling benefits sophomores
Career counseling, also known most, but they don't realize it.
as ''crisis intcrv~ntion counseling,~'
Juniors and seniors begin to
is designed to help juniors and
question their personal values,
seniors who have already com- whereas freshman and sophomores
mitted their life in a certain
have only a vague idea of what
direction. lt provides information they want to do.
on career choices to sophomores
and freshman,
''Finding a career is too far
The Career Resource L..ibrary has away, four years down the line.
information about a company's People put it off," Sandoval said.
products and benefits and enables
Aid in finding a career is also
a student to examine a prospective provided through mini-workshops
employer more thoroughly.
such as "Career Planning: The
and
How's"
and
Addit](mal information about Why's
career choices can be found in the HO.rientation To Ca,reer Services."
scr\ice's computeri1.ed Guidance A General Honors class conducted
Information System (GIS). The by Sandoval, "Career Exploration
GIS presents up-to-dare facts on and Planning," helps students
scarclws ror occupations, two-year, develop skills in self-exploration,
!'our-year and graduate schools and decision making and career exploration.
fitlandal aid.
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Native American Studies at the
University of New Mexico
•••
Proudly Presents:

27 Career Fair for non-techlli9<~1
majors, help students choose a
potential employer, The fa.ir
provides a format for. an information exchange for !loth
students and companies.
Another orientation scheduled
for this semester is the Special
Recruiting Event for Educators on
April 29 and 30. This event draws
in employers from SO school
districts "from Albuquerque to
Arizona," said Sandoval.
To help tailor a student's approach toward an employer, the
career office creates a file for each
individual containing a resume,
transcripts, letters of recommendation and any other items the
student wants to include.
Workshop topics include,
"Selling When the Product is
, You,u "The Resume" and "The
Orientations, such as the March Interview." They help students put
together their own strategy in a job
search.
Sandoval said the Career Ser'
vices office does not want to "tell
you what to major in and we don't
promise you a job. We just try to
~eS'set up a situation so the opportunity is there."

The career office helps a student
find a job by maintaining emplo~ment opportunity listings and
contacts. It also publishes a
news letter (Career Serwce News)
which lists job announcements and
scheduled
interviews
with
recruiting companies,
"We primarily develop oncampus recruiting," Sandoval said.
The office invites numerou:;
employees to .recruit on campus
annually and furnishes private
interview rooms. Sandoval said,
"The career office perfers com·
pany representatives from all areas
that are willing to talk to liberal
arts ma iors, But it does deal with
compan.ies seeking engineers and
business majors. We arc constantly
trying to peddle liberal arts majors
instead of business majors."
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OPENING CEREMONIES TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 9 2:00 p.m., Woodward Hall

with Mayor Harry Kinney
•
Robert Hicks, Producer/Director (1982 Academy Awards Nominee)

-UNM Faculty/General Students $2.50,- General Admission $3.50 • Tickets available at: TICKETMASTER or Door
The Abiding (Robert Hicks, 1981)
Return oflhe Country(Robert Hicks, 1981) • Nomin~ted 1982 Academy Awards
C011ered Wagon (Paramount, 1923) ·First Western Epic

...
----------------------------------------------------3013 Central NE 7:30p.m.
LOBO THEATRE

-U NM Faculiy/General Students $4.00, -General Admission $5.00 • Tickets available at: TICKETMASTER or Door

TUESDAY

2/9 THE HOLLYWOOD INDIAN IMAGE

7:30p.m.

Presented by: Conroy Chino, TV Investigative Reporter
Iron Eyes Cody, Cherokee Actor
Phil Lucas, Choctaw Producer/Director
The Great Movie Massacre (Phil Lucas, 1981)
Broken Arrow (Delmar Davis, 1950)

WEDNESDAY
7:30p.m.

Presented by: Sterling VanWagenen, Director, Sundance Institute
Geraldine Keams, Navajo Actress
Ray Tracey, Navajo Actor
Excerpts from One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest (Milos Forman, 1976)
Harry and Tonto (Paul Mazursky, 1974) .... and others.
The Outlaw Josey Wales (Clint Eastwood, 1976), shown in its entirety.

2/11 KARL MAY FOREIGN INDIAN IMAGE

Thursday
7:30p.m.

Presented by: George Marischka, W. German Producer/Director
loana McNamara, Director International Center, UNM
Song of the Prairie (Jiri Trnka)
Tschefan-· Der lndianejunge, Tschetan. Indian Boy (Hark Bohm, 1972)

FRIDAY

2/12 MOVIES BASED ON NOVELS

7:30p.m

Presented by

Richardson Morse, Producer/Director
Larry Littlebird, Santa Domingo Pueblo Director /Actor
Luci Tapahonso, Navajo Poet
House Made of Dawn (Richardson Mose, 1972)

12 Midnight

MIDNIGHT HORROR SPECIAL ($2.00 all seats)
Presented by Jose Rey Toledo, Jemez Actor
Nightwing (Arthur Hiller, 1979)

SATURDAY
7:30p.m.

2/1 OTHE INDIAN PROFESSIONAL

2/13 EARLY SOUTHWEST EPICS
Presented by: Simon Ortiz, Acoma Poet & Writer
A Pueblo Legend(D.W. Griffith, 1912)
The Vanishing American (George Setiz, 1925)

SILVER PASS ($30.00) ·Good for all Pub/it Screenings Including ALL programs listed above.

UNMGroup's
Membership
Growsto48
Wend~·

Uoyd

Since August, the University of
New Mexico has received over
$500,000 in donations to a little
known organization called the
Tom L. Popejoy Society.
The society was created by the
University ot' New Mexico
Foundation to encourage people to
help support UNM.
The Foundation presents the
society as a prestigious club.
Membership is by invitation only
and $t0,000 to $15,000 donations
arc required,
In return for a donation, Society
members are invited to an Annual
President's Recognition Dinner
and many special cultural events.
Members are also free to use
designated facilities at the
University. Each donor receives a
framed membership certificate
with a picture of former UNM
President Tom L. Popejoy.
The gifts may be in cash, personal property, real-estate or
stock. The Foundation uses funds
for scholarships, programs, buying
equipment and various other
projects. The donor may restrict
the girt to ~pecific uses.
The <.ocicty has 48 members
nnw. The !?Oal is 100 chartered
01c111bcr., by July I.

Office Enforces '64 Civil Rights Act
Len Olson
Enforcement of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, and other laws affecting affirmative action policy is
the job of the University of New
Mexico Affirmative Action Office.
Bernie S, Sanchez, director of
the . office, which has six staff
me~bers, said they receive a
budget of approximately $120,000
from the University. The office
reports directly to th.e Univerity
president and turns over a yearly
report.
Making people aware of af·
firmativc action policy by training
and meeting with faculty groups,
along with monitoring the hiring
action of the University are other
responsibilities of the office.
"All hiring action of the
U niversily must go through this
office," Sanchez said. This in·
dudes all temporary and permanent faculty and swff positions.

"We've had some unusual
he said. 1 'Oi1c person
donated a l3uddha. It's in the Art
gift~,"

Museum no\v .• ,

Recently
the
Foundation
received a 249-carut Topaz. It is
dc,igll<ltctl for t"c itt the Geology
depnrtmcnt.
The University al5o owns a piece
of land in the Grants area, thanks
to one Society member.
The donors are as varied as their

!)ins.
"We've got meritbcrs from all
over~" Jackson said, H Arlzonai
Florida, Texas, Oklahoma and
throughout New Mexico. They arc
all hclring to support UNM.''

the final decison of the University
would be made by the prcsictent.
The Affirmative Action Office is
also responsible for seeing that
handic&pped students are afforded
reasonable
accqmmod~tion.
Sanchez said the office receives a
special fund of $10,000 f9r this
purpose.

"Most of the time you find .it is
a lack of cbmmunication," the
director said,
The money is used to purchase
The informal hearing brings .the
talking
two parties together with the af- special typewriters,
calculators
and
taperecorders
for
firmative action director acting as
mediator. If the complaint is not loan to handicapped students in
settled, the affirmative action need of those services, he said,
office will conduct investigations
Sanchez said they were able to
and meet with the parties again,
purchase an encyclopedia on tape
The complaint can then be for the blind with this fund last
appealed to the Affirmative Action year. The encyclopedia is now in
Committee,
composed
of use at Zimmerman Library,
U niversit~ administrators, ern·
Sanchez has been involved in
ployces and students, appointed by equal opportunit~ employment
the UNM president, who will policy since 1967. He has been with
review the case and render a the University for 10 years in labor
decision.
relations and as the director of the
If the complaint is not settled, Affirmative Action Office.
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Sociology Dept. Refines Degrees
Randy Montoya
The sociology dep!U"tment has
refined its seven-year-old applied
Master of Arts degrees with a
criminal justice concentration
according to Dr. Pedro F. David,
chairman of the department.
David, who is a criminologist
and criminal justice expert, said his
department's main objective is to
place its graduate students in
administrative areas.

"The state is in need of people
in correction administration,
probation, and crime prevention,"
David said, ''I feel that our
program
may
have
been
overlooked by some students that
have interests in this field."
Part of the program is to place
the graduate students in local law
inforcement agencies as interns.
This is done to help give them onthe-job training at the administrative level.

David said tbat few of the 30
students now enrolled in the
program were actually from any of
the law enforcement agencies, but
that more of them would be
welcomed.
He said that the masters
program is primarily built around
a core of four professors with
expertise in. criminology and
deviance, including himself, Dr,
Gary D. LaFree, Dr. Phillip A.
May, and Dr. Paul D. Steele,

Hational Radio Theatre
on I(UHM 90.1/m

Monda~ February 8th, at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents a comedy double

Forty-three students at the
University of New Mexico will be
included in the 1982 Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
Who's Who selects students each
year from more than 1300 institutions of higher learning in the
United States and several foreign
countries. Nominees are chosen on
the basis of academic achievement,
community involvement and
demonstrated leadership ability.
The students selected are: Mike
Austin, senior, political science;
Nancy Baca, junior, speech
communications; Shefford P.
Baker, senior, music education;
Lars Gordon Bjork, senior,
educational
administration;
Deborah Dawson, senior, bachelor
of university studies;
Glenn Lee Dobbs, sophomore,
nursing;
Mark
Eshelman,
graduate, architectural design;

Frank Fanelli, junior, finance;
Marcella Flores, Junior, University
College; Ellen Foppes, graduate,
history; Karen Gallegos, senior,
sociology; Imelda Garduno,
sen!or, business education;
Helen Gaussoin, senior, journalism; Gina Gonzales, senior,
elementary education; Gary
Gordon, junior, human resource
management; Catherine Haight,
senior, music ectucation; Jeffrey
Hale, junior, electrical engineering;
Jean Anne Hawk, senior, nursing;
Andrea Jenya Klein, senior,
theater management; Mark
Lamadrid, senior, Spanish;
Elizabeth Langford, senior,
biology; Greg J. Lay; senior,
English; PeterS. Linger, graduate,
history; William C. Littlefield,
senior, economics and political
science; Thomas Locke, senior,
electrical engineering;
Robert Matteucci, senior,
~istory; Joseph F. Medina, senior,

"George Washington Crossing the Delaware"
is history as Hollywood would have us believe it.
"The Ugly Duckling," an adult fairy tale by
A. A. Milne. observes a king attempting to pass off
a pretty scullery maid for a plain princess.
Broughtto you by

political science; Judith K .
Nakamura, senior, political
science; Patrick Francis Norris,
senior, math and chemistry;
Gregory Steven Parets, junior
electrical engineering; Yvonne R.
Perea, senior, business; Peter
Herman Pierotti, senior, speech
communications;
Bradley James Preber, senior,
acounting; Judy Ricci, graduate,
energy management; Kimberly
Rogers, senior, political science;
Charles Romero, senior, an.
thropology; Robert Eugene Sapien,
senior, biology;- Douglas Brian
Saylor, senior, comparative
literature;
Melin!ia Schwab, senior; Cory
Teuscher, graduate, pathology;
Grace Elizabeth Thompson,
senior, biology; Regina Villareal,
junior, home economics; and Eric
T. Williams, senior, music
education.

~

PubHc~eeCo~ofN.w~co
Principal series funding provided by A COMI'ANYCAUED TRW
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communities

throughout

New and faculty members to promote
.
.
"fairs where high school students . The Offtce of School Relations
are recruited .bY several universities likes to s~nd student vol~~teers
and to guide students who are back to the1r home commumues to.
considering attending UNM and recruit. Cooper .says potential
their parents on tours of the UNM sltldents see students from their
campus.
home town as "somebody I know,
somebody I can talk to."
The Office of School Relations
Volunteers visit communities as
members of "teams of am- is located at 1716 Las Lomas NE.
bassadors" made up of students The telephone number is 277-5161.

~exico, to participate in coll,!!ge" UNM. .

The University of New Mexico's
Office of School Relations needs
student volunteers to help recruit
potential UNM students.
According to Charlotte Cooper,
the Office of School Relations'
Associate Director, students are
needed to visit high schools in

Fellowsh~p Programs Applications Accepted
Michaelle Myers
The Multicultural Center of the
College of Education is presently
accepting applications for its
bilingual fellowship program at the
University of New Mexico.
"We are just beginning to send
out information aboutthe program
and we arc hoping for a broad
response," Dr. Ignacio Cordova,
director of the center; said. The
center has received as many as 300
inquiries and I 50 applications to
..Miow~hip progt;i;JJs iii the pas(, . . .

The purpose of the. program is to
train bilingual teacher trainers in
the lang.uage areas of Navajo,
Pueblo and Spanish.
Requirements for acceptance to
the program include admission to
the UNM graduate studies
program, an interest in pursuing a
doctorate in bilingual education
and admission to a participating
department in the education
college.
.
..
.
.
Students awarded the fellowship
. \YQul.d. be provi~~<! \1/i~h !1. mont~IY

stipend, varying in amount accordi~g
to prior professional
expcnence, full payments of
tuition and fees, and allotments for
study, travel and books.

''We

have always had What is
considered ·to be one of the best
programs in the country," Cor•
dova said.
Deadline for applications is Feb,
17. Interested students can call
277-5961 or visit the center located
on the lower level of the College of
Bduc;tilon building.

•1'

IESIIIEII:E HAll ADVISORS
for 1882 FAll SEMES IEft

*****
Reward

I

PIIVAllROOil ••*MIIIlii.Y mPEIII
QUALIFICATIONS
Sophmore class standing or above by the time employment
begim. Cllntulative grade point average of 2.3 or higher. Interest in residence hall living. Maturity, flexibility, creativity.

DUTIES
Serve as a floor advisor, perform as a paraprofessional
counselor, assist students in dealing with University and Housing administrative channels.
Know each resident on the floor and be available to students
on a daily basis.
Attend regular staff meetings, workshops and training sessions,

APPLICATIONS
Applications may be obtained from:
Associate Dean of Students
La Posada Hall
The University of New Me"iro
Alhuqucrquc, NM 87i31

*

Applicaticm Deadline
For 1982•83 Academic Year
Fehruary 12, 1982
'

..

•

i

~'

*
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Volunteers Sought To Recruit Students
Bill Pinnell

oill

"George Washington Crossing_
the Delaware" and "The Ugly Duckling"

43 UNM Students Included in 'Who's Who'

"It'\ a good program," says

Tony Jackson, assistant director of
the development office. "We have
a chalice to honor Tom, a great
m:m or vision and dircctbn. And
we alw honor the University and
the donors themselves."
Jack~on h also on the Gifts
Clll11mittce which accepts and
rcC<lmmcnd• uses for donation&
<lthcr thau cash.

F-ifty grievance cases a year are
handled by the office, Sanchez
said. Because of an internal system
of informal hearings, les~ than
four of these cases will actually go
to court, he said.

universal travel service
J
WE ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL
r~~
w--= t:::--E
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Volunteer Bureau Offers Job Skills
Ri~hard

L l)rin<m Jr.

At l~ust I 0 students have alreadY
sought worl< positions through the
University of New Mexico Student
Volunteer Uurcnu, Dr, Mark
Rutledge of the United Campus
Ministry said.
The program, which started in
November, was not expected to get
much response tmtil this semester.
All 10 students have come in
within thc past two weeks,
Rutledge said.
The program offers students an
opportunity to gain job skills,
firsthand experience and a letter of
recommendation for a future
career.
Dr. Rutledge has compiled a
book with information from 25

.

Albuquerque
community
and
human service agencies that have
openings for UNM student
volunteers. ''The students come in,
go through the book, l<tkc down
the names and phon~ numbers of a
few agencies ~nd mn.ke the contnct
themselves," Rm!edg<' said.
Rmledg.e's e1tTke is nt 1801 Las
Lomas NE.
The fallowing are some of the
agencies thm IHtve openings:
The New Day RUJ!"wny House
at 1817 Sigma Chi Rd. NE
provides temporary shelter,
counseling and recreation for
troubled youths age 12 to 17. The
goal of the house is to get the

runaways to return home. The
house is looking for people who
can work during the day with

yo11th groups, preferably mor·
nings.
The Service Center for the Blind
at. 2200 Yale Blvd, SE is helping
adult blind and visually-impaired
people lead a more independent
and meaningful life. They are
looking for students who can
teach, tutor and who have
outgoing personalities and arc
reliable,
The
Youth
Diagnostic
Development
Center
needs
someone to provide an active Boy
Scout program within the confines
of a correctional facility on
Monday and Thursday evenings.
Other agencies in the book are
involved with· hospitals, retired
senior citizens, Big Brothers and
Big Sisters and other programs.

Rape Cri~is Center Seeks Volunteers
Th:e Albuquerque Rape Crisis
Center, a component of the
Bernalillo County Mental
Health/Mental Retardation
Center, is recruiting volunteers
at least 18 years old for public
education and public speaking
programs,
Nina Mackta, community
education spe<;ia!ist for the

New Drilling Methods May
Extract Oil from Old Fields
Len Olsen

Sigma Phi Epsilon Kitchen To Open
He said the kitch~n will acapproximately $126 a month, while
anyone has the option to purchase commodate large, soci.al fraternity
The new kitchen facility at the the live-day lunch service at about functions that require banquet
facilities.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house $60 a month,
i1 scheduled to open for service this
Lazzell said a full-time cook has
Lazzell said the Sigina Phi
week, pending overdue installation recently been hired by the
of the exhaust hood, a fraternity fraternity to prepare the meals. He Epsilon philosophy is to provide
'Pokcsman said Satu~day: __
• said her salary is paid through the students With the best possible
academic and social environment
The $38,000 cooking facility will sale of the meal tickets.
toward its ultimate goal of
.lervc lunch Monday through
The fraternity's long-awaited
Friday and dinner Sunday through kitchen is the only full-service food graduating students.
Thursday, Rue Lazzcll, chapter facility among UNM's six char"We are of the belief that this
advisor, said. The food-service tered fraternity chapters, Lazzell
can . be accomplished by insuring
facilitY is open to all UNM said. He said the dining facility is
fraternity members, with the designed to accommodate service the happiness of our students, That
includes good nutrition to satisfy
exception of Sunday dinner, for 100.
the physical aspect of their hapwhich, he said, is reserved for the
piness and offers an economical
Although
the
chapter
presently
chapter's membership meetings.
houses 40 residents,. he said the alternative to 'The Golden
He said tl;c chapte.r advisors
chapter is projecting a growth to Arches'," he said.
reviewed national surveys which
80 members within two or three
1howed that breakfast is eaten by
Lazzell said he is a Sigma Phi
years.
approximately 10 percent of
"There is no free lunch," Epsilon alumnus and owns a
students in similar programs,
Lazzell said, "but this is not a contracting business, which, he
"whether they get up at 7 a.m. or
commercial venture; we will not said, enabled him to help complete
11 a.m., " he said. Consequently,
the remodeling project, saving
he said, breakfast is not included make a profit by virtue of this labor costs.
service
to
our
students,
in the program.
"Our intention is not to compete
Lazzell said Sigma Phi Epsilon
"I'm sure that if it wasn't for
members can purchase the full- with La Posada and the other Rue Lazzell. our fraternity would
service meal plan for ap- campus food-service facilities. It is never have had this kitchen inproximately $142 a month. He said simply a practical convenience to stalled at all," Dave Falco, a
non-members are eligible to be shared by the fraternal Sigma Phi Epsilon member said.
purchase a modified service for organizations."
Lazzell said the 12,000-square•
foot building has housed the
P••••••••••••••••••--•••••~ chapter at 1705 Mesa Vista NE for
I
1 2 112 years. He said Sigma Phi
Epsilon has existed at UNM for 50
years.
K;atlty l>:rckson

5 lb Butter Cookie

Older oil fields will be a source
of additional production in this
country if a distinguished geologist
from
Southern
Methodist
University is correct in his
predictions.
In a lecture at Northrup Hall on
Thursday, Dr, Charles F. Dodge
said that there is much more oil in
those older fields at shallower
depths that can now be produced
with new drilling and extraction
methods.
"I have contended for many
years that we probably have as
much oil behind the pipe in the old
oil fields that we have drilled up
and developed over the last 100
and some odd years as we have
produced out of those fields,"
Dodge said.
Dodge then gave what he called
a "classic example" of his theory.
The Barnhart field in the
Midland Basin of Texas was lirst
drilled in 1941, The actual date the
discovery well was drilled was Dec.
7, 1941, and this had a considerable impact on the drilling
methods that were used in that
field, he said.
Dodge said that about 18 million
barrels of ail were produced from
the Barnhart field, which covers an
area of approximately l!l,OOO acres
with a total of 83 wells. He said
this was the average amount of
production el(pected from the field
at a depth of 9000 feet, based on
an estimate of 100 million barrels
in the reservoir.
In the process of developing the
field, 40 billion cubic feet of
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center, said volunteers must
interview for their positions
before training can begin.
Volunteers donate as much
time to the center as they find
practical, said Mackta,
For appointments and additional information call 242·
0707, or come to the center at
905 Vassar NE,

regulations against Assassin-type
"We're not going to go out games becoming part of the
looking for student groups playing regulations for chartering a group
assassin games," she said. "There in the future.
are no actions planned against
"We're just telling people where
groups in the future. It's hard to we stand an it," she said, "rather
imagine a rash of these events in
than 'Thou shalt not play any
the future. We are simply making a as.sass·in games. ut
request."
The games are probably not
wide~pread across the country and
only are heard about when
someone gets hurt, she said.
Glaser also said the issuance of
the memo has nothing to do with Kathy Daca
the current fraternity and sorority
Contrary to what most people
rushes, and she does nat see
believe, the University of New
Mexico Press is not a press at all.
The press' primary concern is
publishing. books, not printing
them.
Established in 1929, the UNM
LSAT
.Press is the largest of its kind in
GRE PSYCH •
New Mexico. It is responsible for
GMAT ·OAT
the publication of some 40 books a
VAT· SAT·
year, Published often arc scholarly
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
works and books on New Mexico
ECFMQ • FLEX"• VQE
and the·Southwest.
NDB • NPB I • NLE
However, the press specializes in
~-fl.IUIPUIN
concerning anthropology,
books
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ,
Test Pfe~araiJon S~eclaflslS
photography, political science and
Since 19JB
architecture. On this spring's
Po1 fl'lformaiton, PJbtlstt Calf:
bestseller list is The Photographic
265-2524 . •
Artifacts of Timotlty O'Sullivan,
by Rick Dingus, in contrast with
mlothcr bestseller on equal rights,
classes start
The Male Stake by Leo Kanowitz.
Press Director Luther Wilson
February 27th
says 25 percent of the press'
authors come from the UNM

natural gas was vented or flared
into the atmosphere. This depleted
the reservoir pressure, but it was
war time and the oil was needed,
he said.
"The allies were floating to
victory on a sea .o f T exas m'1 , "
Dodge said.
The discovery well, which was
drilled at the minimal cost of
$71,000 in 1941, showed that they
could obtain 15 million barrels at a
depth of 2200 feet. However, at
the deeper zone they could produce
more oil so they chase to drill at
the 9000 foot level.
The two shallow zones in the
field are where Dodge says an
additional 25 million to 30 million
barrels can be produced.
Amerada Petroleum produced
the field until the merger with Hess
in 1970 when Hess sold many of
the Amerada properties.
Belco
Petroleum bought the field in a $15
million limited partnership and
ordered a consulting firm to do a
profitability study.
A firm from
Midland, Texas, completed the
study on Nov. 21, 1973. Based on
a price of $5.41 per barrel, eve~
though it was known that ml
would be rising in price, $19.9
million discounted at 10 percent
could be realized from the field.
Converting some of the currentlyproducing wells !a ejection wells
and putting in a simple water flood
system was suggested in the study,
. .
Dodge said.
Belco had spent most of the
money in the limited fund on other
projects so they were unable to
produce the field and sold it for
salvage value.
Dodge then described .some of
the drilling studies and methods he
has Used to return the field to
production, with same wells
currently producing 25 to 30
barrels per day.
Dodge received his bachelor's
and master's degrees from
Southern Methodist University and
his doctorate from UNM. He is
currently a consulting geologist
and is also teaching at SMU.

UNM Press Publishes, Prints

MCAT/DAT
ENROLL NOW.

campus. The other 75 percent are
from the surrounding com·
murtities,
The press markets and sells its
books throughout the United
States, Canada and most of
Europe. Locally, books can be
purchased directly from the press,
located on the second Ooar of the
journalism building, and book
stores throughout the state.
Students receive a 10 percent
discount on books published by the
press,
Says Wilson, "Anyone interested in the Southwest can find
books of value her~.'' The press
published . local authors Tony
Hillcrman's Tile Oreal Taos Bank
Robbery, and N. Scott Mamaday's

The Way to Rainy Mowrtain.

Future plans of the press include
a series at\_ the natural history of
New Mexico, covering everything
!'rom fossils to wild flowers.
The UNM Press is open daily
from 8 a.m. to 5 Jl.m,

Arts

EL MIRADOR ARTS

(

A COMPLETE LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES
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At The Corner of Yale and Lomas

by jason Grammer

Airlift from the 3rd World'

Investing in Fashion
For the Career-Minded
On a college campus, fashion
can mean anything from being the
first person to break out those
rainbow-striped
suspenders to
wearing only cashmere socks or
declaring alligators to be an en·
dangcred species. But it is also on
that same college campus that a
person can decide whether the
wardrobe engineers like John
Molloy or the advocates of free
style are correct for his or her own
life.
Whether fashion should be
determined by the degree or career
is a point that will be argued as
long as there are casual and formal
clothing styles. If a skirted suit, for
e~ample, is gojng to improve the
chances of heing selected for
management training, a woman
would probably be foolish to
ignore the concept of business
dress. And the memory of the
stereotypical IBM executive is one
that will continue, at least in the
American folklore of 'getting
ahead.'
Actually, choosing classic styles
is probably the best solution. Men
will rarely be criticized for wea,ring
a ~uit that is simply cut and m a
dark color, unless, of course the
occupation is one involving manual
labor. This also applies to women,
particttlarly those women trying to
break out or the so-called 'Pink.
Collar Ghetto,' the staff positions
so ma!ly won:'~" occupy as typists,

3101 Central Ave NE 265-0959
9649 Menaul Blvd. NE 299·0959

CORNER OF CENTRAL & UNIVERSITY

I
R
E

Clothesline
Terry Jenkins

Open Mon-sot 9 AM - 5:30 PM

clerks, and other sUpport personnet.
Trying to find and purchase
those same classic styles may prove
to be the biggest problem with
fashion. Stores are already
beginning to remove their winter
stock from the racks with the
natural fiber fabrics being replaced
by summer-weight and synthetic
materials. (As a point Ia keep in
mind, the current experts do tend
· to agree an that one idea: clothes
made from natural materials such
as cotton, wool, and silk will prove
to be· the better investment. And
with clothing prices escalating,
investment dressing \viii be the
trend for the future.) Now is the
time to buy that wool blazer that
was tao expensive last fall, while
the store jg debating whether to
pack it away or give it one last
markdown to get rid of it.
Luckily for individuality, here irt
the Sunbelt more latitude is
granted for dress. Depending on
the oflice, western attire may be
perfectly acceptable for the men,
or perhaps nothing mare extreme
than a pink shirt with a gray suit is
approved, Women arc ncH
generally expected to dress in a
prescribed manner; however, it
may result in faster career
ptonlotion to dress for the position
in1mediatcly above.
And as a not~ totally aside from
the mote serious aspects of
choosing Clothing, there are only
three months left to get in ~hape
for the beach. lime tqdo or dictl

Tapahonso
Gives Poetry
Reading
Luci Tapahanso, poet and
UNM faculty member, whose
book One More Shiprock Nigltt
was recently reviewed in the
New Mexico Daily Lobo arts
section will give a poetry
reading with poet Laura Tohe,
Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the Full
Circle Bookstore, Silver and
Yale.
Critic Elizabeth Cohen writes
that Tapahonsa's "prase-poems
are straight-forward episodes
from people's lives told in her
distinct stream-of-consciousness
style. Tapahonso writes about
ordinary life - subjects such as
pick-up trucks and slow rides to
Isleta, filled witll bags of
barbeque potato chips and
botfles of Pepsi."
The poetry reading is free and.
open to the public.

Fora Happy

Valentine's
Day
See the UNM Bookstore

Gift Shop
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Sports

I
Tarrance Named MVP in Lobo Win

I

Lobo Wrestlers Open Home Season With Tournament Win
Steve King

!'ric Maddy

"We had to take it to them,
because they beat us when we
Larry Tarrance scored 19 points played before," Tarrance said. "I
and grabbed l3 rebounds in his just shot the ball more tonight. If
best performance as .a Lobo and it wasn't for AI (Dolensky), 1
Alan Dolensky added 12 second couldn't have done the the things I
half points to lead the University did today."
of New Mexico men's ba>ketball
"Tarrance totallY dominated the
team to a 63-49 win over Texas-El game," said a disappointed UTEP
Paso.
coach Don Haskins. "l have to
UTEP jumped o).!t to a 6·0 lead give them (the Lobos) a lot of
before Lobo coach Gary Colson credit. Their front' line played very
called timeout with 17:49 to go in well. If they played like that, they
the first half. "1 jt\St wanted the should be able to win on the
fans to sit down and relax for a road.''
minute," the second-year coach
The Lobos scored 10 straight
joked after the game. "They came points to close the first half and
out to have a good time." Don begin the second to open up a lead
Brkovich scored the first UNM they would never relinquish. "We
points with a 25-foot jumper eight executed very well to start the
seconds later.
second half," said Brkovich.
Tarrance brought the crowd of "With a big man in there as a
15,212 to its feet with a rebound dominating force, it allows us to
slam dunk off a missed shot to do different things."
close the gap to S-6. "Those things
Another key to the game was the
just happen, it was just· a reac- work of Dolensky, who came off
tion," said Tarrance, who was the bench when Craig Allison was
selected Most Valuable Player of hit in the eye in the first half.
the game. "1 wanted to do "Co'!ch kind of got on me at
something to bring the crowd into halftime because I was just playing
defense and not scoring or getting
the game."
any rebo!.!nds," he said. "I just
started to get in the flow of it in
the second half. It was our regular
The pain Lobo Doo Brkovich in·
offense, and it worked well
f/icts 011 UTEP's Juden Smith because we got to post the ball
wesn 't n88rfy es gr88t e psin os inside.
the Labos 63-49 victory that hurt
"1 got some points in the second
the Miner's chances to win the half because l knew if I went to the
WAC.
basket I'd .either score or get

with 48\4 and the Cougar'
Wrestling Club placed fourth with
Although it look a While for the 37 points. The Wolfpack Wrestling
University of New Mexico Club and Lobo Wrestling Club
wrestling team to strut their stuff were also entered,
in Albuquerque because of
Lobos Tony Tracey (142
scheduling and postponements,
they finally got their chance this pounds), Jeff Gandy (134), Brad
Bitterman (167) and. Kevin Jackson
weekend and were a big hit.
The Lobos whipped Nevada-Las (! 90) won their respective
Vegas on Friday, won· their own divisions. Ralph Harrison (126),
tournament on Saturday and Kim Merewether (150), Tim Harris
and
Evins
Brantley
battled nationally-ranked Arizona (1'17)
(heavyweight) placed second, while
State to the very end on Sunday.
Steve Krause finished third at 118.
"It was a great weekend," said
"I was very pleased with ·
Bill Dotson, who along with Tracey,"
said
Dotson.
assistant GOach Kevin Finn has "Merewethcr and Harris also did
developed the program in two excellent jobs. Jackson and Bityears. "We just wanted to wrestle terman also showed what they are
some good competition."
made of." Jackson won the mostNew Mexico's top competition falls-in-the-least-time trophy and
in theW AC appears to be Brigham was the co·winner of the most
Young, whom the outscored 92 !l.i valuable wrestler trophy with Tom
to 81 14 to win the Lobo Coffing of UNLV.
Invitational. UNLV finished third
New
Mexico's
Wolfpack

fouled," Dolensky added. "I had a
bigger and slower man on me, so I
could drive around him or bring it
out in front and open it Up for
someone else,''
- "Tim Fullmer playe(l one of his
best games," Colson said, "1 think
Tim looked up the meaning of the
word 'assert' and has started
asserting himself."
"I'm not hesitant with my shot
anymore," said Fullmer, who
scored 16 points. "My confidence
has finally come aroun(l.
''l t was a nice win, and we took
care of the ball for a change,"
Fullmer added. "We cut down on
turnovers and worked hard to get
the ball inside."
The forgotten man in the Lobo
win was Phil Smith, who scored
only seven points, all from the free
throw line. "Smith kept my point
guards in foul trouble all day,"
Haskins said. "That really hurt

Wrestling •Club and
Lobo
Wrestling Clubs, which consists of
UNM wrestlers who are currently
not on the varsity team, also had
several high finishes. The WPWC's
Chris Medina -was fourth at II 8,
Tom Olson took third at 126,
Lenny Lovato grabbed the third
spot at 134, Brad Cast was third at
167 and heavyweight Dan ligen·
stein took third. For LWC, Joey'
Cimino took fourth at 134 and
John Clark (177) and Eric Johnson
(190) took thirds.
In Friday night's action with
UNLV, the Lobos bombarded the
Rebels 38-8 as they won all but two
contested matches, Arizona State
came in to Universit)' Arena on
Sunday afternoon and squeaked by
UNM 21-19.
Krause won a superior decision
over Sun Devil Gary Barrios 12-4,
but the Lobos would only ,win one
more match the rest of the day.

us."
"I'm happy for the team, I'm
happy for myself, but I'm
especially happy for Larry,"
Colson said. "This is a guy who
has gone through it all.

The turning point of the match was
when ASU Coach Bob Douglas
made a brilliant coaching move
which may have won it for the
Devils.
ASU was supposed to forfeit
matches at 177 and 190 pounds but
Douglas
switched his
lineup
around by having his 167-pounder
wrestle Harris at 177 instead of
having him tangle with undefeated
167-pound Bitterman. lt turned
out that Harris beat Frank Olmo 5·
2, making the team score 18-13
instead of something higher.
After the forfeit at 190, Dotson
put Jackson at heavyweight to
wrestle Sun Devil Mike Severn in
Brantley's stea(l. But Severn beat
Jackson 7-1. to give the Devils the

win.

Where can I go if I want to r~nt
outdoor recreational cq!.!ipment?
1ntramurals' 0!-!tdoor Shop,
Johnson Gym 107, x515l.

·~
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~
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~~

"This is my biggest win here,"
Colson added. "Beating Vegas was
great, but this was. on regional
television and helps negate some of
the negative things that have been
said about our program, It shows
we do still have a basketball team
at UNM."

San Mateo at Montgomery Plaza Mall

Undefeated Lobo Wlflstl,.. Brad Bitt6rmen goes for e pitt against Neveda-Les Vegas' Gordan
Washington. Bitterman woo the decisioo 4-2/n the 167-pound match.

Lobo Track Squads Place in Meets·
The University of New Mexico
men and women's track teams
hosted their annual invitational
meets this weekend at Tingley
Coliseum with mixed results.
The Lobo men finished fourth in
the team scores behind Texas,
Arizona and Texas-El Paso, who
competed without several members
of their defending nationalchampions

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania N.E., Suite 300
Albuquerque, New Me,.ico 87110 • 884-6827
Enrollment Period Ends
February 8, 1982
Joe cavaretta

And Pay

In-State Tuition
The National Student Exchange, sponsored
by the University of New Mexico, offers
full time UNM students paying in-state
tuition an opportunity to exchange with
other 5tudents at participating Uni\'ersities
for one \'car. All courses successfully com·
pleted, transfer back to UNM.
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Gymnasts Lose First Meet to ASU

Lobo Women Defeat Texas-ElPaso
To Stay Close in Conference Battle
Steve King

University of New Mexico
women's basketball coach Doug
Hoselton was looking for a
complete turnaround from last
weekend's rollcrcoaster ride and
got it Saturday afternoon with a
solid 78-67 win over Intermountain
Conference foe Texas E1 Paso.
Mufl Reinert led the Lobo
balanced scoring attack with 19
points. Alison Foote scorcfll3 and
STARTS: Fall Semester 1982
Yvonne McKinnon added 1'2 for
DEADLINE TO APPLY: Feb. 26, 1982
the UNM, now 10-11 overall.
The Lobos led from start to
PROCESSING FEE: $15.00
finish, jumping out to 15-4 advantage after scoring the first II
For Additional Information Contact:
points of the game. Reinert had 17
li11zallnc• liar!, A~,;,tatJI Diret·tor o( :\dnti"inn'
points in the first 20 minutes,
Of! il'l' ol Adll11\""''' a.nd Ht'{·rJrd'
helping the Lobos to a 41·27
Sdwle.1 Hull • 11<~>111 IOH
halftime lead.
Phon<': 2/i ·nH~lJ
Foote, who had only one point
·~=~=~·=~===~=~~~~~=~~~~==~~ il\ the first half, came alive in the

II

Individual winners for UNM
included Pete Serna in the 880 run,
Ibrahim Kavina in the three mile

Lobo M•gle Brinkman end UTEP l.ed'f Miner Kim Hicks engage in e downcourt duel during the Lobos
78-67win Saturday.

11nal period, sparking a lJNM
charge which gave the Lobos a 5435 lead at the 15:00 mark. But the
teisty Lady Miners ran off 12
consecutive points to close the gap
to seven in the next three minutes.
But UTEP couldn't get any
closer than that as Lori McConnell
continually broke the Lady Miner
press. Sally Marquez came in and
closed down freshman sensation
Chris Hudson, who led the Lady
Miners with 20 points, and Sheri
Moore and Debie Leeper went to
the boards to seal the Lobo win.
HoseltM was very happy with
his team's performance with one
exception. "Except for that one let
down in the second half, I thought
that the ladies did a good job,"
said Hoselton. "We got a good
effort from everyone that we used.
Muff carried us in the first half
and didn't let up in the second,

even though she only had two
points. Alison roote helped out in
the second half, making up for a
slow first hal f.
"Sheri Moore gave us 100
percent as usual, as did Alison.
Marquez came off the bench and
shut off (Sarah) Bardouche in the
fits! half and stopped Hudson in
the second. Lori McConnell had
one of her better games of the
ycnrs,···
"UTEP gave up the ship in our
iast meeting but they kept on
fighting till the end. We are going
to have to win up in Laramie and
Ft. Collins so that we can control
our own destiny. We have as good
a chance as anybody to go to the
NCAA's."
The Lobos are now 3-3 in
conferertce play with four conference games and three nonconference games remaining.

run, Dwayne Rudd in the triple
"It was a good meet for us,"
jump and Fidelis Ndyabagye in the Women's Coach Tony Sandoval
long jump.
said. "We ran an open competition
which means no team score was
Michelle Matthias set two indoor kept, but !.!nofricially we wo!.!ld
school records in the 300 meters have
been
second
behind
(40.61) and 60-meter dash (7,61). toloraC!o.
Both finishes were good for second
place in the events.
"We kept several members out
Val Fisher .also set a school mark of the meet because of injuries,"
with a 10:20:17 time in the 3000 he said. "This is the ortly indoor
meters, which left her in third meet we have all year because we
place in the run. Sylvie Velay don't have the funding for it, but I
broke the meet record in the 1500 was pleased with the way our team
meters with a time of 4:38:09,
ran without much preparation."

~'

The University of New Mexico men's gymnastics
team tumbled from the ranks of the unbeaten Friday
night with a 270.15-266.55 loss to lith-ranked
Arizona State. Long Beach City College finished
.
third with 244.60 points.
The first event of the evening foretold what kind of
night it would be. ASU started on floor exercises, and
all gymnasts scored consistently aro!.!nd the 9.0 range.
The Lobos started on pommel! horse, and except
for Steve Jennings' sterling 9.8 performance, only
one other gymnast scored above 9.0. Don Hinton had
a strortg performance for the Sun Devils, including an
unusual straddle move into a punch froht that earned
him a9.1 S score, the high mark for his team.
"Arizona State came well prepared for us,'' said
UNM coach Rusty Mitchell. "After beating CaiBerkeley"(ranked 7th), it helped them get up for us."
The Lobos were ranked lOth in the nation coming
into Friday night's meet. "We could have done a
little better on the pommell horse and Oil the parallel
bars," Mitchell said,. "We had a loss of con·
centraiion on those tWo events."
Despite their loss, there were a few bright spots for
UNM. Matt Arnot won the floor exercise,' the parallel
bars, and the all-around titles, Arnot had a solid
floor exercise performance in which a whip-back and
double twisters were part of his tumbling runs.

Jim Griego had an erratic but productive night as
he took the vault with a 9.65 score as well as third
place in the ali-aro!.!nd. Captain Brian Garvin felt the
Lobos "did not do as well as we can. In our previous
meets we scored higher than we did tonight, so I
know we can do better."
Long Beach all-arounder Gary Spunt stunned the
crowd when he slipped on the high bar while attempting a difficult move and his arm stayed twisted
around the bar. Several people rushed to the painstricken gymnast and helped him down. Spun! had
sustained a wrist injmy and withdrew from the
competition.
"This was a disappginting loss for us, but we'll
meet ASU again, so next time we'll he ready for
them," Coach Mitchell concluded. "We're looking
forward to the UCLA Invitatiomil next Weekend, and
to our next home meet with Houston aaptist."
The Lobos defeated Houston Baptist earlier this
season, so revenge will be a factor in next Monday's
meet at Carlisle Gym.

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST

883-8176

'jiDEO

Joe Cavareua

Open enrollment now for all students who will be carrying 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at: Student Heallh Center beginning Jan. 18,
1982, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from l3pm; or mail applications and payments now to the local
representatives office at the address below. Visa and
Mastercharge accepted.

Out-Of-State School

...
~:::gE~::::.::::::: y
.

Happy Hour
Featuring Guitarist Ron Torrez

LASTDAV
to Enroll for
UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE

Attend An

Where can I go if I want to use
recreational facilities?
HPER
Department, Johnson Gym 170, x
5151.

..
Performing Downstairo· "Hot August"
Party Night Tuesday includes
Well Drinks, Draught Beer, and Wine for 25¢
from 7:30 to 9:30

Joo Cd'Varctta

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

Douglas
praised Dotson's
program and the tough Lobo team.
"Bill is bUilding a great program
here," he said . "I hope that he can
make it go."
Dotson felt that the key may
have been the matches at 142 and
158, where the Lobos gave up nine
points. "I wasn't really concerned
about
beating ASU
today,"
Dotson said. "I knew some of our
wrestlers would be tired by today,
but I just wanted them to wrestle
against some good competition.
"Tony just got behind early and
gave up too many points trying to
catch up," explained Dotson.
"And John Schaumberg has been
wrestling like he is dead aU season
long."
•

I
I

· coi'NtA"ttN'oRYd& GAME ROOM

UNIVERSITY

Buy5~m£."Siort"l

-CetTwoEnraTo'kens:Frt'IC

11mh 2

pet person per d"y
on Video Games al •
San

Become a

Lawyer's Assistant
A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus

llonday, Feb. 15, 1982
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
•.. You may qualify for this intensive 12
week, p()st-graduate course, Which en·
ables you to put your education to work
as a skilled member of the legal team.

Contact:
Univ. of New Mexico
Career Placement
277-2531
For Free Brochure, contact:
T ~f\ UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Room 318, Seira Hall

'<!J-' Lawyer's Assistant Program San Diego\ CA 92110
(714 293-4579

t

7 ... 5656,....

•
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PJton:SSIONAI. TYPING IIY English/MA edltpr.
Vast experience with dissertations, pa~rs. Editing
3/1
available, 266-9550.
t\·1 TYPIST. TlmM pa~rs, res.umes 299·8970.
Z/12

'

10. Cardiogram
Today through February 12
Deadline is noon the
day before insertion

1. Personals
SNOW! SNOW! SNOW! W<>lf ('reck Is "Colorado
~<>Untry"

so you cau bel there is e~ce\lent
Join us February 19·21. Low rates! For more
mfonmlliurl, call277·2336 or 2.77·5151.
2/12
H:HI~Ci GlJJI,T\'? I'URCIIASF. your freedom
from nccdk\1 gullt today. Send SI.OO aud a self
adllre"c'l cn~elopc to; Ouilt·Frcc. Suite A·2,4S7
Wndungtun SE, Alb.,N.M. 87108.
2112
I'I.A HJOYS, t•~:Nl'IIOt'St:. I'I.A YGUII., Oui,
f>I~Y~trl\, ba~k i~sucs 99 cents while supply lasu. 1!1
Puce Hook\, Rccotdl, Magazines, UniversitY nt
nnuaJ.
2/8
f'INI'~'iT st:urnoN o .. unique uod trudflional
gold "cdd1ng •cts. C'ltarlic R<•tnero Jewelers', 293·
690!.
S/1
ROI.Lt:R UEIUJ\' Al.ll, Rcheb versus Rocky
Moutllam Miners, l·e~ruary 15, 1982. Civk
1\Uthtormm. r1ck~t~ a•ailablc Ticket Master
1 o.:allon,.
2112
IMI'II()\'1.; l'OllR RESlllm.; • get volunteer ex·
p<llctt<c 1n a ti.S. $Cnntorinl campaign. Students
mtemtcd 111 •uluntccting lor Jeff Dingamao cnll
honne 165·1195, Nancy 2(>6·2943.
219
SNOW! SNOW! S~oW! Wlllf Creek Is "Colorado
suul.\ .:cunlry" so you can bel there is e~cellenl
skung. Join us FebruniY 19•21. tow rates! For more
information, call277·2336 or 271·Sl5t
2112
A('<'l'RATB JNt'ORMATION ABOUT con·
tracepllon, \ttrilizalion. abottlon. Right to Choose.
2'1MI11.
lfn
J'REGNANC'Y U:STING & COUNSEUNG, Phone
247.9819
tfn
PASSI'ORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D. photos. 3 for
$6 ()0 1 ! I oweM prices ill town! Fast, pleasing, short
walk from UNM. ('ttll 265·2444 or come lo 12l
Welledey S.E., between Girard and Carlisle, corner
ul Sd~et. Hours: Hl·6 weekdays, Saturday 9"~· tftl
C'ONTACTS·POI.ISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
!lplf(lll Company on Lomas just west of
Wn;lungron.
tfn
\H; UOI' t)JSTIUIIUTORS. l'rescripticn ~y~glass
franm. (orcenwitlt Village (lenh<)n Style~), gold
runlcl<. SS4.~0 (regular S6S.00). J>ay L"'s Opticians,
~007 Men<ntiN.£·., across from I.aBelles.
tfn
OSI.V Sl.JS. l'WO farm-fresh eggS, two homemade
chemical rr~e snu1age pallics, two slices of toast, free
gre~ll dtill. Open 7 a.tn. Morning Glory Cafe,
(.'Utncr of uirnrd, Central and Monte Vista 2681lJ.IO.
lfn
SS lli'YS IJK<;T 'Til' of the we<k. Daily Lobo will
pay SS lot Ihe bc•l news lip we receive every week.
Soutce~ tan rernniil confidential, but Editor mun
ha\c }our nanle to pay winner. 2.77-$656, ask for
Newm10m.
tfn
'now

~kting.

Tilt: llNM LAW School Cl.lnical l,aw Program
offers legal '~rviccs for students ~nd slaff, furnished
by qualified 111 ... studenls unucr faculty supervision.
1\vuilubility is limited to those whose assets and
income do 11(11 exceed cltabli•hed guidelines. SJ.OO
rcgl'lralion fee. <.all 277·S26S for Information and
an appointment.
,2115
CqMING n;BHUARY 6 Mr. Gay New MexiCo
pagea.nl· special entertainment with Naomi Sims of
Housron, 'fexus, Miss Gay Uhi>c1sc 1981-for more
information cnll266·8530.
217
VAI.ENTINE GRE~:TINGS f'OR your sweclliearl in
the l!NM BookMore Gift Shop.
2112
AilS'S ~;u;crROL \'SIS CI.INIC, Permanent hnr
remo>ul. eyebrows shaped, Stme licensed also The
llody Wrllp 255·6800.
218

2. Lost & Found
f'OUNU WOMENS TAN\nil glove with lca1her
palm. Claim in Room 131 Marron flail.
2112
Rt:WARD t'OR A dark blue back pack and contenls
taken frorr .he UNM Bookstore. Call Sandy ai294S460.
2112
St:r ot· KEYS fouod 2·2-82 ncar north ~"flmpus.
five keys in yellow leather holder.
2/12
LOST DROWN. I.EATIIt:R wallet, Johnson Gym
Locket Room. Erik Galloway, r~wurd, 294-5889.
2110
R.EWARO t'OR BLACK credit card wallet and swiss
army knl(e. Plea!e call "Regan", 265·3562 or 3445007.
219
LOST BIG BROTHER'S TI·SS, l/2S/82, 268•9594,
2110

··ouND MORNING FED, 2 In Keller Hall· Brown·
rimmed bifocals ln. red case. Claim at Marron Hall,
Rm. 13J.
2/8
··oUND: BURGANDY WALLET belonging to
Rebe<ca Turntr. Come to Marton Hall, Rm.l31, to
claim.
2/8
CI.AlM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4;00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
GCITAR U:.'iSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC''S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
i6S·331S.
iln

TYPINC> FROM HiE Word Co. We use a word
processor for quick rurnaround time and accurMe
changes. Call247·2326.
2/26
TYI'INC PROFF.SSIONAI. QUALITY. Typerighl.
265·S203.
ZllO
Wll,l, 1'YP~; TEIIM papers for students or other
miscel!!lneous typing. Call 865-9122 after 6:00 or
247-2405 9:00 to 4:00.
218
GU!TAit INST!lUCTQR, CLASSICAL, other
!lYles. 867·3158.
2126
TYPIN<;- THt:SIS, DISSF:RTATIONS, lt~pons,
!..etters, Statistical, etc. Call 1\nnlta 299,J781. .2/26
PR'II CUJANING AT economy prices, $1.00 per lb.
Campus Laundry. 2106 Central SE. Open 7-11. Next
~oor tc ''askin-Robbins Ice Cream.
2126
NEEil. rUTORING- ENGINEERING graduate Is
ready to help. Cnll Scan 883-3046.
2/12

4. Housing

5. For Sale

THE CITAUt:J,..SUl'ERB locntion near UNM and
downtown. llus service every 30 minutes. l bedroom
or effiCiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher nod disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. t520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
IIOUSESil'rt]R: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to housesl.t during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references an<l enjoy gardening and yardwork. Catherine, 242,7228.
tfn
t'OR RENT: F:f'FICIENCY apartment, 141() Girard
N.E., .$185/mo., all utilhles paid, $100 security
deposit. Fully furnished·security locks and laundry
facilil ies. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266·8392.
2/1 I
AVAILt\OU; NOW. UTILITIFA'i pai<l. E.F.F.- 1114
2 l>edrooms, .10 percent off for U,N.M. students,
cable TV. 3 pools, Aspen Apartments, 881·3570.
4501 Shepard Rd. N.E.
219
ONE HAI.f BLOCK from UNM, Nice clean, quiet,
3·bedroom house to share. Completely furnished,
utilities paid $190.00 ~r monlh and SI~O.OO deposit.
265-3297' 243·2494, 10-4.
2/9
IIOUSt:MMAT& WANTED; TO shar~ 3 l>edroom
hOIISe in S.E. heights. (Ridge~rest area. 3 mi. from
campus). Firepl~ee. garage, Yard, $142.00 month
plus one' third of utilities. Call Dan, 256·7864. 219
liNt'UUNISIIEil APARTMENT Nt:AR UNM·
rvt. $165.00 per mourn, Call242·9t58 or 242-7081.
219
STUUIOUS, NON•SMOKING female needs female
roommate. Cute apartment convenient 590.00
Monthly 842·1732 evenings,
217
t'CIR RENT: t:H'ICIENCY Apartment, SI2Q; l
Bedroom, SISO. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course. Close to UNM and TVI. 13t3 Wellesley
S.E. 256-7748,
2/2S
WANT CONSIDt:RATE MALE student ro share
home ncar UNM with other serious students. No
drugl, smoking, $175 plus SSO D.O. Utilities incl.
WID and FP. Call 5·7 p.m. M·F., Marlee, 268·6617,
2119
AU. UTILITIF.S PAID. Furnish attractive efficiency $195 per month, very cozy, near UN·
M/shopping nod park. 255-3265.
2/10
EAGLES .NEST CONDOMINILM, Affordable first
home, $27,900 whit assumable II 7/8 percent
mongage. Amenities include pool, jacuul, laundry
facilities, private parking. Near UNM, golf tennis,
owner/agent, 256·9589.
2111
CONDOMINIUM FOR RENT. Near UNM. I
bedroom, carpered, pool. jaeaui, laundry, private
parking, all Utilities included. $225/month, 256·
9589.
2111
ROOM FOR RENT. Nice house near campus,
grecnhou~e.
fireplace, Clean quiet woman,
$135/month plus 11 utilities, 265·2518,
2/11

W~;

Covered
. Wlragon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLOTOIJYN

UArnE WDAl[] ...
Video Day
on Monday

5games
only$1.00
NickPappis
lJ4-\

h~n ~mtrt•tllt.>n!;d

,,

~>.flthltdnn'J t afi'\pol~ M\.!lJo;.

rlt~·fo lhfl>!tl]lfnul· lhlF f lt!>h?<l "illt!Plii
\.'t·nl·1ufl<i BrM:l anJ l\t!f*1r.lmt1

1f, f'tl·)r<1'ltf

REALIZE

YOUR

DESTINY

All Day Long
·················~····~~-·

New Games

Kick Galaga
Donkey Kong Warlords
2 Tempest 2 Centipedes
30 Garnes for you to play

Nick will be speaking ...

7pnl

-Feb: 8th-12th
\ !Jtf:llln thu Chri~ti:~n

Ct•lllt•r
Ikllli ·"igilla C:l!i :'\ J.: • 24 i .!J!J!J!J

Across from UNM
nextto Don Pdncho's 247•4120

l.6mm I'HOJt:CTINIST FOR adult cinema.
Experience desired. Caii26S-3739 noon·4pm. 02/9
MARRIF.U COUPLE WITJIOUT children to
manage 22 unit ~partmenl complex near UttiVcrjity,
Apar1ment plu' salary. Apply at II 16 Pennsylvania
NE, Alb., 87110.
2/11

ONt: B£1>ROOM t\I'ARTMt:NT, ten minutes from
UNM. $145 month, you pay Ulil!tlei. $100 deposit,
242-2437.
2/ll
Ol't' Sl'ANFORI!·FENCEP 2-bdr, house, $210.
cnrporr. kids, pets, Sun Rentals, Small fee. 262.
1751.
2/12
NtlWI El, SUR. Apartments, Security, Ughted
par~ing, l.nurtdry, patio. Unfurnished one.bedroom
$170. Corner of D~l!as and Bell SE. 842-6170 or 268·
8333.
2/12
I':NOJ{MOUS 4BDR. ltOUSE $300, fenced yard,
carpon. School near by. Sun Rentals. Small fee,
262.·1751.
2/12
HOIJSt; FOR SALt; close to UNM, SIS!{ !'fown,
$575-MO-P.t.T.I. Two bedroom st~dy, den,
W/F/P, priva1c court yard. 265·7267,
_2112
fOil llf]NT 1-BR, unfurnished .~·blocks from
U.N.tvl. Off street parking, available NOW!II
$!45/mo. 266-6872 days, 2.92·5815 nights.
2112
DIKE TO CI.ASS • J clean rooms, $90, fenced, kids,
pets. Sun Rentals. RcPsUble fee, 262·175 t,
2112
CAMPUS CLOSE BY. SE 2 bdr house, $195. Kids,
pets line. Sun Rentals. Reusable fee. 262-175t.
2/12

7. Travel
GOT A YE;N to wonder out yonder? Say it here. tfn
RI[)EilS Wt\NTE:U LEAVING for Detroit early
Fcbru~ry. Oolng through Oklahoma City. St. Louis
and Indianapolis. Call Jack 298-5S77.
2/8

8. Miscellaneous
1\tAGt\ZINES 1897 TO 1981, SO percent off, \1
Price Books, RecPrd$ and Maga~ines, University at
Cenlml.
2/8
Ji\ZZt:RCISE. LAUGIJ, SWEAT, work your buns
off! Hokolla Dorm cellar, Tuesdays and Thursdays,
7:00p.m.. 268-6632 for information.
2/8
t'REE BEER, WINt: etc, • , over $75 coupons, Bill
of Fare Restaurant Guide. U.N.M. Bookstore. 2/12

9. Las Noticias

IIOT UISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon style.s), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00, Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnual N.E. across from LaBelles.
tfn
CAN'T GOl •·oREICNER tickets for sale.
Evenings, 299-8688.
2/8
COU.ECTORS, IIECORDS, MAGAZINES and
Comics, 50 percent off at !ll Price Books, Records,
and Magazines, University at Central, II a;m. • 9

GA V·I.ESDIAN STU.Dt:NT U11ioo, Tuesday, 2-9-82
7:30pm S.U.B. 2SOA or 2~08.
219
TJU: Sl'UUENT VETERANS .Association will hold
their monthly lllCCting for the month of Feb, on
Tues., Feb 9, 1982 al 7 p.m. in the Chitd Care CoOp, Mesa Vbla.
2110
VAI.F:NTINES DAY HANCE. Subway Station feb.
13 9:00 :P.M. DancC'wilb-your-fll'ffir-ite-valenline to
the fabulous sounds of Thumper.
2/9
GROUP TJIEJL\PV BEGINNING . Thursday,
February 11, the S1udent Health Center Mental
Service will offer a group therapy experience focused
.on Improving one'S solial skills and interpersonal
relationships. The group will meer on Thursdays,
2:00·3:00 p.m. at the Student Hcalrh Center.
Facilitated by Pal Dolan, R.N., M.A. and Michael
Baron Ph.D. For more information and a
preliminary Interview caii277-4S37.
219
ABORTION SUPPORT GROUP l!eginning
February 9, a support group for women who have
experienced an abortion will be offered at the
Studcut llc~rh Ccnicr, Tuesdays 8:30-10:00 a.m. for
six wcc~s. Fndlltinted by Pat Dolan, R.N.,
M.A.(Studcnt Mental Health Service) and Melinda
Handnmker, P;i\. (Student. Women's Health Ser•
VJ~e). Free 10 students enrolled for 6 or more hours.
For informntio and individual pre·registralion interview call 277·•1537.
2/9

2n

~~

IIUSQUVARNA 25QCC mRT motorcyeles 1975 and
1973, both rebuilt and clean. 881·7111, after hours
266·6284 Matthew.
218
SCUWINN VARSITY, EXCELLENT condition.
SIOO. Greg, 243-0261.
2/8
72 UOUGt; I>ART EXCEI.LENT condition Inside
and outside. Radial tires, AIC, 3 18· VS engine, and
much more for only $1395.00 268-4928.
2110
HP·41C GRAPHICS I'RINT.t;R - Excellent con·
dition. Still under warranty. With case and extra
2/12
paper, $25.S. C11ll 821-7007 evenings.
fOREIGNER TICKt:TS 888-4576.
219
SUR.I'LlJS JEEPS, CARS, Tru~ks, Car-inv. value
$2143, sold ror $100. For information on purchasing
similar bargains, call 602-998·0557 Ext. 0924. Call
Refundable.
2/8
SKIS ISO, IIJNDINGS 2025, Boors, size 8, Poles$180.00. 268·0321.
2/12
SURPl.US Jt:t:PS, CARS and trucks available.
Many sell under $200! Call312·742-1143 ext. 675for
information on how to purchase.
2/10
VlllEO RECORUEil, SONY SL·5400, I yr. old.
Cost SIIOO. Will $til for $750. Gary 822·5117. 2/12

10. Cardiograms

6. Employment
I'ART·TIME'jOB .afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply In person, nQ phone calls,
please. Saveway liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE.
5SI6 Menaul NE.
4/15
OVERSF:AS JOBS • SUMMER/year round.
Euro~, S. Amer., Australia, Asia •. All Fields. SS00'$1200 monthly. Sightseeing, Free info. Wrile JJC
Box 52·NM·I, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
2116
PART·'TIME, WE ARE taking applications for
pan-time cashier at V. Price Books, University at
Central. Apply In person, II a.m.· 4 p.m. only. No
phone calls please.
2/8
JANITOR··Mt\INTENENCE, 3/4 time Days and or
evenings. Call Art Sears 292·2298.
218
RETAIL CLERK f'OR adult bookstore. Sales ex·
pericnce helpful. Ca1126S·3739 noon•4pm,
2/9

·----------------,
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ONLY nvt: MORt: precious days to say that
1pecial message to that special Valentine of yours.
tfn
m:AR CIIUCK, YOUR order Is in. frederick's of
Hollywood.
2/S
YOUR VAI,t;NTJNF,'S FJ,OWF:RS, Carnations 3S
cents or 3/$1.00. SUB Flower Cart. Friday,
February 12th, IOAM.JPM.
2112
INTERNATIONAl. Tt:RRORISTS·I'I.F.ASE don't
hurt Ieddy! I couldn't !lear it.
218
CONSTIPATED BULLY'S! IF one fuzzy hait's
removed, every terrorist's done for. -Oarfield.
2/8
2/12
CIIAMP, I.LOYE You. drum.
GREEN TIGF.R VALENTINE, and E~calibur
B1icfing·Ralnbow Place, sss Wyoming NE!, lOAM·
7PM. 255·5222.
2112
SU.RPRIZE TIIAT SPECIAL someone . with
homemade Valentine cakes, cookies, decorated giant
cookies, etc. Reasonable prices. 293·2496,
2112

,SPECIAL,

..

1 slice pepperoni
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1Cry
5 Jet forth
9 Small rug
12 Bother
13 Less good
14 Fruit drink
15 Sure
17 Loop
19 Names
20 Hebrew
month
21 Portent
23 Joining

:27 Fathers
29 Jug handles
30 Diphthong
31 Possessive
pronoun
32 Plague
34 E)(ist
35 Interjection
36 German title
371s borne
39 Practice
42 Portion
43 Lampreys
44 Prophet
46 Apportioned
48 City In

Georgia
51 Succ::or
52 Hut
54 Dawn goddess
55 Mr.'s mate
56 Tlllle period
57 Stain

DOWN
1 Algonquian
Indian

:2 Poem
3Edges
4Mop

5 Balance
6Vase

7 Rupees
(abbr.)
8 Sorer
9 New Zealand
aborigine
10 Paid notices
11 Golf mound
16Melody
18 Paddles
20 Indonesians
21Willow

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

22 Bishop's cap
24 Approaches
25 Nostrils
26Ganders
28 Furtive
33 Sins
34 Decorated
36Cad
38 Thought
40 Chiefs
41 Chemical

compound

45 House
extensions
46 Obstruct
47 Goddess of
healing

48 Pepper shrub
49 Plaything
50 Poor Gynt;s
mother
53 Diphthong

